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Module 1 
Bell Ringer  
Directions: You have five minutes to complete this test. Carefully read 
all of the parts of the test before writing anything. Work as quickly as 
you can.  You will not be allowed to work after the five minutes is up. 
Good Luck!! You may begin now. 

1. Write today’s date (month-day-year) in the top right hand corner of your 
test paper. 

2. Write the answer to the following multiplication problem directly 
underneath the date on your test paper.  6 X 5 = ? 

3. Write the name of the month that begins with the letter “O” in the top 
left hand corner of your test paper. 

4. Add 15 to the answer you got in #2, and write this new total directly 
underneath your answer for #3. 

5. In the lower left hand corner of your test paper, write the names of your 
favorite singer and your favorite group. 

6. Just above your answer to #5, write “This test is easy for me.” 

7. Directly above your answer to #7, draw a row of three small squares. 

8. Take the number of dwarfs in the Snow White story and add it to the 
number of bears in the Goldilocks story.  Divide by 2. Write this number 
down.  

9. Now that you have carefully read this far, and have not done any of the 
actual work, skip the next two questions and go back and only complete 
question #3. 

10. The name of the first president of the United States is George 
Washington. He was president from 1789 until 1797.  Add the two dates 
together to see if the total is less than 5,000. 

11. You should not be reading the end of the test before the beginning of 
the test, but now that you are here, you have just wasted some of the 
time you may need to complete this. 
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Module 2 

Are You Listening to Me?  
What Listening Looks Like/Sounds Like 

 
Good listening skills will help you succeed in school, at work, 
and in your relationships. Are you a good listener? Do your 
friends say you are easy to talk to, and that you listen well?  

Listening skills can be learned! You can learn to be less 
distracted, to focus on the speaker, and be a better listener.  

Look at this picture. Are these boys using good listening skills? 
What are they doing? What does good listening look like? What 
does it sound like? What might the boys be saying to their 
coach?  

Here is a chart that shows what good listening looks like and sounds like. 

 

  

Looks Like Sounds Like  

 
 Making eye contact 

 Not playing with cell phone or 
iPod™ 

 Facing the speaker  

 Not looking around the room 

 Leaning forward in the chair so 
that your body language says 
“I’m interested in what you’re 
saying.”  

 Focusing on the speaker 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 Saying “uh huh” sometimes to 
let the speaker know you are 
listening 

 Asking follow-up questions 

 Nodding head or using other 
body language to show that 
you understand 

 Not labeling, judging, or giving 
advice too quickly  

 Communicating that you are 
aware of the feelings of the 
speaker as well as what he or 
she is saying  
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Module 3 
 

Good Listening Skills 
 

 

Bad Listening Skills 
 

Looks Like Sounds Like  

  

Looks Like Sounds Like  
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Additional Activity 

Active Listening: The Five Ws and H 
 

Who?  
 
 
 
 
What?  
 
 
 
 
Where?  
 
 
 
 
When?  
 
 
 
 
Why?  
 
 
 
 
How?  
 
 
 
 
In this space, draw something that you heard. 


